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Unlike most technologies, however, not all the steps forward 

along the chain of audio formats led to improvements in 

quality. To ease the process of accessing and streaming 

music, music files were compressed down in a way that, 

while more convenient to use, were audibly inferior to older 

uncompressed formats. Now, thanks to decreasing storage 

costs, improved network speeds and other technological 

enhancements, it’s possible to enjoy  

even higher quality levels than the first  

uncompressed digital audio types with the 

same level of convenience that MP3s and 

streaming services first gave us in the early 

2000s. In fact, as we move into the 2020s,  

we’re entering an era when technologies like 

high resolution audio, surround sound formats 

like 360 Reality Audio, and noise cancelling  

are allowing us to enjoy personal listening  

experiences that come about as close to being on stage  

or in the studio with musicians as we can possibly get.

INTRODUCTION 

In the earliest days of the music business, getting access  

to recorded music used to be easy—albeit very limited.  

You went out to a record store to buy a vinyl album of your 

favorite artist and you brought it home to play it on your 

home stereo system. Over time, a few new formats came

360 REALITY AUDIO

The history of recorded music can be understood in a number of interesting ways,  

but from a technology perspective, it essentially boils down to a succession of different 

formats to record, store and playback music. 

along to improve the convenience and quality of the music, 

including Sony’s revolutionary Walkman, which almost 

single handedly turned both audio cassette tapes and 

personal, mobile music playback into mainstream concepts. 

CDs and portable CD players upped the quality of the 

recorded music in a significant way, but still limited you  

to discs you had bought.

The advent of music streaming services such as Napster and 

digital music stores such as Apple’s iTunes Store and Mp3.

com dramatically expanded the range of recorded music you 

could get quick access to. In order to make it possible to 

send digital music files over what used to be pretty slow  

and narrow Internet connections, however, these and many 

other companies resorted to various types of compression 

algorithms, such as MP3, to reduce the size of the downloaded 

files or the bandwidth necessary to play the digital streams. 

That, in turn, lowered the quality of the sound.

“To ease the process of accessing and streaming  

music, music files were compressed down in  

a way that, while more convenient to use, were  

audibly inferior to older umcompressed formats.”



“Specifically, 360 Reality Audio music uses an  

object-oriented sound format that allows music 

creators to position an individual instrument  

or groups of instruments anywhere in the sphere  

of sound.”



Today, very fast internet connections are everywhere and 

smartphones have become the de facto portable music 

players that let anyone have access to virtually any song 

ever recorded from virtually anywhere in the world. It’s easy 

to take it for granted, but when you think about it, it’s kind  

of amazing. Not surprisingly, along with that flexibility  

and access has come a desire to increase the quality of  

recorded music and the overall listening experience, while 

still retaining the choice, flexibility and convenience that  

streaming and digital downloads enable.

Equally unsurprising is the fact that Sony is working to bring 

the future of recorded music forward in interesting new 

ways, both by driving the adoption of higher resolution 

audio files, as well as by increasing the immersiveness of the 

listening experience with a technology they call 360 Reality 

Audio. Each of these capabilities provide unique benefits 

of their own and, depending on your musical or listening 

preferences, you might find one more appealing than 

another. But, it’s important to note that they’re not mutually 

exclusive and it’s possible to combine the technologies 

along with noise-cancellation functions into the penultimate 

audio experience.

HIGHER RESOLUTION AUDIO 

To understand how the digital music 

listening experience can be improved,  

we need a little bit more background  

on what digital audio is and how not all 

versions of digital music files are the same. 

Like any digital data file, including photographs, documents 

and more, digital music files are made up of an extremely 

long string of 1s and 0s. When a piece of music is recorded, 

the audio waveforms generated by the instruments  

musicians use to play the music are converted into these  

1s and 0s through a process called sampling. The rate, or 

speed, at which the conversion from analog waveforms to 

digital files occurs is called the sampling rate. The higher  

the sampling rate, the more frequent the conversion process 

occurs, and the more resolution there is in the resulting 

digital audio file. It’s kind of like increasing the megapixels  

in a digital photo you take on your smartphone. The more 

there are, the finer the level of details in a photograph.

In addition to sampling rate, the other factor that goes into 

determining the overall quality of a digital audio file is called 

the digital word length, and it’s measured in bits. Every time 

a digital sample is taken, the word length determines how 

much information is recorded for every sample. As you 

might expect, the longer the word length, the more detailed 

the information that’s recorded.

In the early days of digital audio recording, the standard  

rate for capturing and playing back music was word lengths  

of 16-bits sampled 44,100 times per second (shortened  

to 44.1kHz)—a standard sometimes known as CD Audio  

or RedBook Audio. (Fun trivia fact: the name RedBook  

Audio comes from the color of the cover page for the 

standards document in which the details of the format  

were described.) Now, however, standards for professional 

recording are 24-bit, 192 kHz audio, which provides  

significantly more details about the audio that’s converted 

into digital format (approximately 6.5x) than the CD audio 

standard. Again, it’s like moving from an 8-megapixel 

camera to one with about 50 megapixels in terms of the 

amount of information captured.

In the past, these higher-resolution recording files were 

typically reduced down to CD Audio-quality (or compressed 

much further to MP3 format) in order to be distributed to 

consumers and played back on the widest range of devices. 

Now, however, the limits of specific physical media (such as 

CDs or even DVDs) have gone away because most music is 

purchased in its original digital form, either for playback on 

devices like smartphones, or streamed over music services 

such as Spotify, Pandora, Apple Music, Amazon Music, 

Deezer and more. As a result, it’s now much easier to get 

access to the higher quality digital audio files that are 

commonly referred to as High-Resolution Audio—including 

those with sampling rates up to the 24-bit, 192 kHz rates of 

professional music studios. Some of the specific file formats 

you’ll typically see associated with High-Resolution audio 

include FLAC, DSD and ALAC.

Several music streaming services, including Amazon Music 

HD and Tidal, offer higher resolution files and it’s also 

possible to purchase and download higher-resolution music 

from places like HDTracks, Acoustic Sounds Super HiRez, 

ProStudio Masters and more. If you want to playback these 

higher-resolution audio files on your smartphone, the 

process is straightforward because most audio-capable apps 

now support these higher resolution files. If, however, you 

want to play High-Resolution Audio files on a dedicated 

stereo or home entertainment system, you need a device 

that supports and can “read” these higher level formats, 

such as dedicated Hi-Res audio players, Hi-Res compatible 

audio receivers, etc. 



As technically appealing as High-Resolution audio is, it’s still 

considered more of an emerging technology and isn’t as 

widely used as other audio formats. This is, in part, due to 

the more limited library of Hi-Res audio currently available 

and the higher costs typically found with these files, but also 

because not everyone believes they can hear or appreciate 

the additional digital detail they contain. It turns out our 

eyes are more sensitive than our ears, so additional digital 

audio information isn’t as easy to recognize as more 

megapixels in a digital photo. Plus, there’s no audio equivalent 

to zooming in to hear more details. Finally, because we tend 

to listen to music from many different eras much more than 

we tend to go through older photos, some of the benefits  

of higher-resolution files aren’t possible with music that was 

recorded with older recording equipment. It’s kind of like 

scanning or re-photographing old family prints. No matter 

how high the resolution of your scanner or the camera you 

use to take the image, you can’t get any more resolution out 

of an old photograph than what it has to begin with.

High-resolution audio is ideally suited for relatively  

new recordings in musical genres that emphasize the 

human voice, traditional instruments and other acoustic 

music sources. In addition, it can work very well with 

re-mastered recordings, where musicians and producers  

go back to the original recordings and then remix them in a 

manner that takes advantage of the higher resolution of the 

format. Highly-produced pop music just isn’t a good match 

because the nature of the instruments used and the  

production make it very hard to distinguish subtle details. 

Folk, jazz, classical and other genres like them, however, 

allow for much more subtle details in a recording—such as 

the breaths and phrasing of an accomplished singer or the 

vibrato of a solo instrument—to come through. That’s where 

Hi-Res Audio can really shine and, with a high-quality 

playback system or a set of very good headphones, can 

make a real audible difference.

From a practical perspective, it’s important to know that 

Hi-Res Audio, like other digital audio formats, can be 

enjoyed either during mobile listening sessions or in  

a fixed listening environment at home. In addition, it’s 

possible to listen to Hi-Res Audio not only with a wired 

connection, but also with certain types of wireless Bluetooth  

connections, specifically those that use Sony’s LDAC or 

Qualcomm’s AptX HD technology.

MORE IMMERSIVE AUDIO  

In addition to improving the quality and detail of music files, 

it’s also possible to enhance the way you experience music 

from a positional perspective. No, this isn’t referring to how 

you sit or where you stand while listening, but the manner in 

which the music can envelope and immerse you such that 

you are positioned in the center of sound. Think of 

this idea of positional audio as similar to how surround 

sound formats for movies can provide dialog, sound 

effects and music from in front, behind, to the side 

and, most recently, even above or below you. Apply 

that same thinking to music on its own, make it work 

with regular headphones connected to smartphones, 

and you have a rough idea of what Sony has created 

with their new 360 Reality Audio technology.

To make this vision happen, Sony had to build a complete 

360 Reality Audio ecosystem to enable it. First, the company 

had to build content creation tools. In addition, the company 

had to work with music streaming service providers to 

ensure the new format could be distributed through their 

services. Finally, the company had to develop and share 

technology that allowed the music to be played back 

properly, both on Sony and other third-party devices.

Most recorded music is limited to two channels—left and 

right—and the vast majority of music playback systems 

(including all headphones) are also just two channels. 

Surround audio systems for movies, on the other hand, have 

the benefits of 5 or even more separate speakers through 

which the positional sounds can be played. What Sony set 

out to do with 360 Reality Audio is to create a 360-degree 

sphere of sound that could be heard either on a pair of 

stereo headphones or through a speaker with several 

independent speaker elements. The way they’ve achieved  

it is by leveraging a concept called binaural rendering, which 

is a technique that attempts to reproduce how people hear 

in the real world. The word “binauaral” specifically means 

hearing through two ears, but in the audio world, it refers  

to the subtle differences in how sound in the real world hits 

each of our ears at slightly different times and with slightly 

different reflections. These subtle differences are what make 

real-world sounds sound real.

“What Sony sets out to do with 360 Reality Audio 

is to get those same kinds of positional audio 

effects with just a pair of stereo headphones.”



With the 360 Reality Audio technology, Sony is providing a 

means to recreate that immersive experience with recorded 

music. In order to achieve that, they needed to create a set 

of tools that would enable musicians and producers to 

create the positional sound mix they want listeners to hear. 

Specifically, 360 Reality Audio music uses an object-oriented 

sound format (based on the MPEG-H 3D Audio open 

standard created by the Fraunhofer Institute—inventors of 

the MP3 standard as well) that allows music creators to 

position an individual instrument or groups of instruments 

anywhere in the sphere of sound. By leveraging the industry 

standard, Sony is making 360 Reality Audio more of an 

industry-wide effort than simply a Sony proprietary solution.

Because of the changing nature of music consumption,  

360 Reality Audio was specifically created and optimized to 

be used with music streaming services on mobile devices 

over a wired or wireless headphone connection. What’s 

great about it is, even though it’s a unique audio format,  

360 Reality Audio music can playback on any Android or  

iOS smartphone that has a compatible music streaming  

app. What happens is the music streaming app decodes the  

360 Reality Audio file format and enables it play back on  

any headphones. For listeners who already subscribe to a 

supported streaming service, Sony does add a clever form  

of personalization through their Sony Headphones Connect 

app which specifically connects to Sony-branded head-

phones. You use the application to take pictures of your  

ear and, using AI-enhanced algorithms, it applies a special 

set of filters based on the size, shape and position of your 

ears to make subtle, binaural audio-based adjustments to 

the sound and then applies those settings to the music  

streaming app you’re using. The end result is an immersive,  

personalized sound experience that lets you enjoy music 

created in this new format in an entirely new way.

It’s also important to note that the impact of positional 

audio (and High-Res Audio) can be enhanced on  

noise cancelling headphones because the automatic  

noise cancellation features can make it easier  to hear the 

audio enhancements that each of these formats enable.

Finally, even though 360 Reality Audio is optimized for 

headphones it can work with speakers that have the 

appropriate file decoding capabilities and multiple speaker 

units to reproduce the sound field. Specifically, Amazon’s 

new Echo Studio smart speaker incorporates 360 Reality 

Audio support when used in conjunction with the company’s 

Amazon Music HD streaming service.

CONCLUSION

As any music lover knows, there’s nothing quite like the 

magical feeling that can occur when you hear just the right 

music, in just the right way, in just the right environment.  

It’s what makes our attraction and even passion for music  

so strong—and it’s why companies like Sony continue to 

evolve audio formats. Ultimately, they’re trying to make the  

emotional connection to music as pure and as complete as  

it can be. It also reflects Sony’s commitment to advancing 

the future of music and audio.

In the case of Hi-Res Audio and 360 Reality Audio, Sony is 

offering two different ways of making our music listening 

experiences better than they’ve been. For some people,  

the additional potential detail of 24-bit audio available in  

Hi-Res Audio could be more compelling, while for others,  

the positional audio soundscape available with 360 Reality 

Audio might be a more interesting choice. Just as people 

have different tastes in music, they have different listening 

preferences that might be better matched to each of the  

two options. In fact, as discussed earlier, different musical 

genres often lend themselves better to one technology  

vs. another so that could be a deciding factor as well.

Eventually, we should even see advancements to audio 

formats that allow you to experience the benefits of both 

technologies simultaneously and enjoy the best of all 

worlds. In the meanwhile, it’s clearly time to dig in and  

start exploring the exciting new opportunities for music  

listening that we’ll all be able to enjoy as we enter into  

the new decade.
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